
What is learningBOX? 

Cloud-based learning 
management system

Trainings Online courses

CBT examsschools

Manage all through online

It’s like a box where you access to create, 
learn, monitor and communicate.

｜learningBOX？ ｜Learning Management System?

Digitize textbooks and academic 
resources to PDFs/Web-based.

Providing distance and remote 
learning

｜Online learning

Learners can study 
with PC, tablet, 
SmartPhone at their 
pace and their 
convenient time.

Teachers/admins can monitor their 
students immediately.



Let’s get started! 

E-learning is actually nothing new.
The learning process is...
Resources ⇒ Exams ⇒ Certificate

That’s a basic flow.

You can create learning contents 
instinctively without reading the user 
manual.

｜Create your course ｜Intuitive User Interface 

Please try our Free plan as long as 
you want. 

｜Why don’t you try now?

Digitize textbooks and 

academic resources to 

PDFs/Web-based.

You can film your lecture 

and create a movie file!

It’s easy to create a 

quiz/exam with Quiz /Exam 

Creation Form or 

QuizGenerator.

Only basic computer 
skills are required such 
as typing, clicking, 
drag&drop...

▼Intuitive user interface and system

https://lms.quizgenerator.net

learningBOX

Register here

https://lms.quizgenerator.net/


What to expect (1) 

｜Add members

｜Receive ID and PW

｜Distribute contents

｜Learn contents

Add members and groups in Manage 
members.

Login with individual ID and Password 
sent from an owner account.

Choose which group to distribute contents.

Click “Learn” and view the contents distributed 
by teachers/admins.

｜Create contents
Create or upload contents in Manage 
Contents.

｜Certificate
Complete/pass the contents and get 
certificates!

Teachers

Students



Memorization cards and Show/Hide 
workbook are ideal for repetitive 
practice at free time.

｜Manage scores ｜Provide additional resources ｜Notification system

｜Self, repetitive learning ｜Post your questions

You can monitor students’ learning 
progress and scores immediately.

We have easy creation formats for 
memorization cards, Show/Hide workbook ...

You can announce news and create 
communication place for a group.

☑

Communicate with teachers/admins through 
Message Box created by admins. 

Teachers

Students

What to expect (2) 


